DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
WITH THE MARKETING EFFICIENCY CLOUD FROM BRANDMAKER
Marketing Efficiency Cloud

All-in-one - End-to-End

The Marketing Efficiency Cloud from BrandMaker is the
comprehensive solution suite that creates more transparency,
more consistency and more efficiency in your operational
marketing activities. It can be operated either on a private
cloud or as an internally-hosted server installation.

You can use the BrandMaker Media Pool for a standalone
module or part of an integrated solution which interacts with
corresponding modules including the Brand Management
Portal, the Marketing PIM or the modules for automating
advertising material production.

BrandMaker Media Pool

You control who can see what

The Media Pool is one of 15 modules within the Marketing
Efficiency Cloud. Using the Media Pool you can make all media
and advertising materials - from the presentation slide to
the corporate video - centrally available and easy to locate.

You can control who has access to which data and content
and how your Media Pool is structured. The Marketing Efficiency
Cloud from BrandMaker can adapt to suit your needs and
will scale with the growth of your organization.

One for all!

All media!

The BrandMaker Media Pool enables all media and advertising material
to be provisioned centrally with quick access for users in one central
system. The tool is available for all participating stakeholders internally
and – where desired – external to the organization.

No matter whether you work with individual images, graphics,
complete slide decks, web banners, master artwork, PDFs, video or
audio files: The BrandMaker Media Pool manages all types of media
with specific metadata within one integrated working environment.

Personalized experience!

All formats!

There are multiple options and functions that can be configured to
meet the needs of your specific organization. Thanks to the highest
security standards and a sophisticated rights and roles system, each
user sees only the data released for him, with the options released
for him, in a user interfaces that suits his needs.

To make sure only one valid, approved and released version of each
file is used and to avoid multiple storage only the current one is
available. However, different resolutions and file formats will be
generated on-demand based on the purpose for use.
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Find more, search less!

Licenses under control!

From hierarchical-structured navigation trees, to searching by keywords, through to topic-guided searches, users have various ways
of finding the media assets they want - quickly and efficiently.

As a part of metadata the Media Pool also manages all license information. Via interfaces to the leading rights marketers, you can obtain
images and other assets direct from their portals and transfer them
into your Media Pool, which avoids costly duplicate license situations.

"If only I had known."
The preview functions, optimized for the media type desired ensure
you select the asset you actually need before you subscribe, download or send it from the Media Pool straight to customers, service
providers or colleagues.

"If only someone had asked me."
Release workflows guarantee the use of valid media. What's more,
evaluation and comment options allow users to provide feedback
on a media object. Versioning and usage history ensure maximum
transparency. And powerful reporting functions indicate which
media has been used to what extent and by whom.

Media assets are assets!
If you offer your media within your organization or to externals in
return for a token fee or share in the costs, the link between the
Media Pool and the Marketing Shop enables you to efficiently
complete the corresponding order processes.

Content is king!
Seamless interfaces guarantee your content is used efficiently:
when importing your assets to fill the Media Pool for the first
time, if you want to add images to a template in one of the
BrandMaker Web-to-Publish modules, or to access your digital
assets straight from an external content management system.

THE BRANDMAKER MEDIA POOL
The Media Pool is the central platform on which digital and multimedia content such as
images, graphics, displays, brochures, banners, newsletters, slides, audio and video files
are conveniently managed and centrally provisioned. To ensure your teams have access
to the right marketing tools, wherever they are based. The relevant media can be quickly
located, automatically converted into the desired format and can then be downloaded,
transmitted or used to create your advertising materials.

Customized configuration

User-specific search

All media pool instances can be customized: from the
structure of the navigation tree to the views and list formats, through to the requisite metadata, the admissible
file formats and the choice of predefined keywords.

Depending on their role and remit different users can
search according to very different criteria. Various
methods are available - from the topic-guided search
through to saving individually-defined search criteria.

Everything under control

Everything just a click away

You decide whether or not an asset is released
and by whom certain types of content can be
seen, used and approved. A highly configurable
user rights and roles management allows a
high number of users to be handled with ease.

The user can see all the options that are
available depending on his particular rights.
From previewing and evaluating a medium
through to downloading or sending direct
by email.

Media-specific preview
From the multi-page advertising brochure, to the slide deck and the animated
banner: specific preview functions mean you make an informed choice about the
asset you need.

Maximum transparency
Rich media data creates maximum transparency across all
media, showing users the characteristics of an asset from
its origin to technical specification and version control.

User rights and license management
Determine who can view an asset and what they can do
with it. Restrictions can also define the purpose for individual assets or the expiry of a license on a specified date.

Meaningful hit lists

Automatic conversion

A configurable list view provides a clear summary of your search, including the
relevant metadata.

You automatically get your asset in the appropriate file
format relevant to the application you are working in.

Guided search
The user guidance functionality, which can
be configured by topic specific to each
customer, allows even non-marketers and
occasional users to find the assets they are
looking for quickly and efficiently via an
intuitive user interface.

SOFTWARE SPECIFICALLY FOR MARKETING
Marketing Resource Management (MRM) – often also mentioned in combination with Marketing
Process Optimization (MPO) – is the generic term used by American analysts to refer to a new
category of enterprise software. It is based on the marketing process, which proceeds essentially
the same way across all sectors and organizations.

Inner ring: Process steps
Middle ring: BrandMaker modules
Outer ring: Use cases

Blue area: Controlling
Green area: Organization
Red area: Execution

The BrandMaker Media Pool as part of the Marketing Efficiency Cloud
The Marketing Efficiency Cloud is a modular solution suite which
is designed to manage the entire marketing process: from planning
& budgeting to creation & development, asset management
through to advertising material production and logistics. Analytics
closes the loop: As soon as the respective information is available,
you can start to report on previous activity to make sure you
are continuously evolving and improving your campaigns in a
closed loop.

Within the Marketing Efficiency Cloud, the BrandMaker Media Pool is
the module that gives you structured management, central provisioning
and easy location of all your digital assets. It can be used stand-alone
or in conjunction with other modules, so that it becomes a repository
for the Brand Management Portal, a home for Web-to-Publish or a
storage for the Marketing Shop. It also complements the data in the
Marketing PIM module and it enables evaluation of the use of
individual media via the Reporting Center.

ABOUT BRANDMAKER

The Company

Professional Services

Partners

BrandMaker is the leading provider of technologies for Marketing Resource Management
(MRM) and Marketing Process Optimization
(MPO) in Europe.

To ensure the efficient use of BrandMaker
technology various services components are
involved depending on the project. These
include:

BrandMaker works with partners in a number
of ways:

Established in 1999, the company develops
and markets sophisticated cloud-based
software solutions for brand management
and marketing communications.
Leading industry analysts position BrandMaker
as a leader in the MRM sector and rank the
company amongst the fastest-growing vendors
worldwide.

Analyzing processes and resources
Customer-specific adaptions
Creating templates
Integration into corresponding systems
Workshops and training
The BrandMaker partner network and the
Professional Services team are on hand with
skilled specialists to help deliver all types of
BrandMaker projects.

Technology partnerships with vendors of
corresponding products
Authorization of system integrators that
offer professional services such as
consulting, implementation and system
integration
Global service providers handling complete
projects from simple implementations
through to complex international rollouts
International partnerships that guarantee
expert, local support for all important
economic regions
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